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Abstract  

Sea ice is a complex, multi-layered material, who’s microscopic properties are vital for 

understanding its macroscopic properties and interactions with the environment. Traditional 

methods for studying its structure tend to be destructive in nature and require extraction of 

samples, changing its properties from its in-situ state. This aim of this thesis was to explore 

the use of CT and ultrasound on a sea ice core as a means of solving some of these issues. The 

use of a medical-CT scanner to derive a density profile for the core proved to be quick and 

easy process producing values ranging from 824 kgm-3 to 917 kgm-3. Time of flight ultrasound 

measurements, using a 500 kHz pulse, were conducted around the core with calculated 

velocities for the first two arrivals being between 3100 ms-1 - 3900 ms-1 for the first arrival and 

1850 ms-1 - 2100 ms-1 for the second arrival. A velocity anisotropy was observed with both 

arrivals sharing the same pattern and data for the first arrival was turned into a colour map. 

A thick section of the entire core was done to generate a structural diagram and thin sections 

were made in order to make c-axis measurements. P and S-wave velocities were modelled 

from the c-axis measurements. The data was correlated showing distinct changes in the 

density profile, ultrasound velocity and velocity anisotropy matching the changes in structural 

layers in the core. Finally, the first arrival was concluded to be a P-wave. However, the second 

arrival identification was more difficult due to the velocity matching an S-wave but its velocity 

anisotropy matching a P-wave. This was argued to potentially be a Biot slow wave. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Sea ice is a complex, multi-layered material (comprising ice, salts, brine and air) that varies 

with time, space and environmental conditions (Weeks and Ackley, 1982; Weeks, 2010; 

Petrich and Eicken, 2017). Understanding the microstructure of sea ice, across a range of 

scales at which different component phases can be clearly distinguished, is vital for 

understanding the macroscopic properties of the material and its interactions with the 

environment (Petrich and Eicken, 2017). This area of study will become increasingly important 

with the changing trends in sea ice cover, with the rapid retreat of Artic sea ice coverage 

(Cavalieri and Parkinson, 2012) and the expansion of sea ice coverage in Antarctica (Parkinson 

and Cavalieri, 2012). This isn’t just important for understanding its connections with the rest 

of the global system (atmosphere, oceans, land, ice, and biosphere), but will also be relevant 

for shipping, hydrocarbon (Bassett et al., 2015) and fishing industries (Brander, 2007).  

This thesis will cover exploratory work done using CT scanning and ultrasound velocity 

surveying on a natural sea ice core, as a means of detailing elements of its internal structure 

in a non-destructive manner. Chapter 1 provides and overview of sea ice structure along with 

background on the core used. The following chapters are laid out in same order as the 

methods conducted on the with non-destructive measurements (with a low risk of damaging 

or modifying the core) before measurements that require the core to be cut up. Chapter 2 

covers CT measurements on the core and using them to create a density profile. Chapter 3 

shows how to use direct path ultrasound measurements to generate velocity graph around 

the sea ice core. Chapter 4 is the destructive step where the core is cut into thin and thick 

sections to make c-axis measurements and structural observations of the core. Chapter 5 will 
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compare the data sets to each other. Chapter 6 will discuss the results and potential future 

work. Finally, chapter 7 will summarise the results. 

 

1.2 Overview of Sea Ice Structure 

Sea ice is a multi-phase material consisting of solid ice, solid salts, liquid brine and gas with a 

complex internal configuration consisting of a variety of layers, fabrics and pore structures 

(Figure 1.1); all of which vary with time, space, temperature and salinty.  

 
Figure 1.1 Idealised stratigraphic column of sea ice structure.  

Frazil crystals form in turbulent and slightly supercooled water as small disk-shaped crystals, 

measuring 1-4 mm in diameter and 1-100 µm in thickness (Martin, 1981). In the upper layers 

of the ocean, this is due to the low temperatures of the atmosphere and the turbulence due 

to a combination of wind and wave action. Frazil crystals become suspended in a 0.1 m – 0.3 

m thick soupy layer called grease ice. Once the grease ice reaches about 40% frazil crystal 

volume, it transitions into a more solid layer (Martin and Kauffman, 1981). This consolidated 
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layer is Frazil ice (Weeks, 2010; Petrich and Eicken, 2017). Snow ice forms when the base of 

the snow cover is flooded by sea water and refrozen (Worby et al., 2008). 

The ice then grows downwards, with faster growth on the crystal basal plane (Hillig, 1959). 

This causes geometric selection which filters out crystals with c-axes close to the vertical, and 

unaligned columnar ice is formed with c-axes lying close to the horizontal plane and a 

preferred sub-vertical alignment of a-axes and m-planes (Wongpan et al 2018). This process 

can also transition relatively quickly into growing aligned columnar ice in the presence of a 

current (Langhorne and Robinson, 1986), where the c-axes are aligned parallel to the direction 

of current. 

In the Antarctic melting can occur at the base of ice shelves and if the fresh water generated 

flows upwards towards the ice shelf edge it becomes supecooled through decompression. This 

can lead to supercooled water beneath the sea ice. Frazil crystals can nucleate and rise to the 

surface and deposit under the sea-ice cover where they grow into platelet crystals to form a 

sub-ice platelet layer. The advancing interface of columnar ice can then freeze the interstices 

between the platelets. This consolidated, frozen in layer is called incorporated platelet ice 

(Wongpan et al., 2015; Wongpan et al., 2018).  

Age is also a factor in sea ice structure. Ice is generally distinguished between recently formed 

ice called first year ice and ice that has survived for more than a year, called multiyear ice. 

Multiyear ice is generally thicker and contains much less brine and more air pockets than first-

year ice. Less brine results in a stiffer ice (Petrich and Eicken, 2017). 

Growing sea ice rejects brine to the ocean (Malmgren, 1927). The underside of growing sea 

ice typically consists of an array of small ice lamellae which grow vertically downwards from 

the interface (Wongpan et al., 2018). As the lamellae lengthen and grow wider, small ice 

bridges periodically form between adjacent lamellae, trapping inclusions of brine (Light et al., 

2003). These inclusions are typically millimetre to centimetre scale, forming pocket and tube 

pore structures (Gough et al., 2012). As the ice grows and cools, brine trapped in these 

inclusions must become more concentrated to maintain freezing equilibrium. This is done by 

the removal of pure water from brine inclusions, which subsequently freezes to the 

surrounding ice lattice. This reduces the size of the inclusions and increases their salinity. The 

opposite is also true and brine volume increases and salinity decreases as the temperature 

increases (Light et al., 2003; Pringle et al., 2009 ). Imaging by Light et al., (2003) was able to 

produce a model of the temperature dependent equivalent cross-sectional area for brine 
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pockets, tubes and gas bubbles, finding in their sample with a predicted brine volume of 1.9%, 

that 94% of the brine volume existed in tubes of 0.5 mm – 15 mm in length. 

1.3 Sea Ice Density 

Density is an important but poorly constrained parameter for sea ice. Reported values range 

from    720 kgm-3 to 940 kgm-3 (Timco and Frederking, 1996) due in part both to errors in 

measurement techniques but also the natural variability of sea ice. This is especially important 

for sea ice thickness from satellite altimeter data where Alexandrov et al., (2010) found that 

sea ice thickness errors of around 30% in 1 m thick first year sea ice and 18% in 2.4 m thick 

multiyear ice, were dominated by uncertainties in sea ice density and the thickness of snow. 

This section summarises the work of Hutchings et al., (2015), Pustogar and Kulyaktin (2016), 

comparing the traditional methods used to measure sea ice density. These are the 

mass/volume method, the liquid/solid volume method, the transect method and the 

hydrostatic weighting method.  

For the mass/volume method, a core is cut into sections and weighed (m). The volume of each 

section is then measured (V). From here the density (ρ) is calculated with the simple equation: 

(1)                                                                               𝜌 =  
𝑚

𝑉
 

These sections are typically cut specifically for density and as such the core is immediately cut 

upon extraction and each section stored separately in closed containers in order to minimise 

brine drainage. 

The liquid/solid volume method involves measuring the volume of solid (Vi) and melted cores 

(Vmw) sections. The process is destructive, so the method is best used when access to a freezer 

laboratory is not possible. With a known density of meltwater (ρmw), the density of the frozen 

section (ρi) can be calculated using: 
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(2)                                                         𝜌𝑖 = 𝜌𝑚𝑤  
𝑉𝑚𝑤

𝑉𝑖
 

The hydrostatic method uses Archimedes’ law, where the sample is weighed in both in air and 

while submerged in a liquid of lower density. In Pustogar and Kulyaktin (2016), this was 

paraffin. The density can then be calculated using the equation: 

(3)                                                          𝜌𝑠 =  𝜌𝑙
𝑚𝑎

𝑚𝑎−𝑚𝑙
 

Where ρs is the sample density, ρl is the density of the liquid, ma is the mass of the sample 

weighed in air and ml is the mass of the sample weighed in the liquid.  

The transect method assumes that the ice and snow along a transect is in hydrostatic balance. 

Ice density is estimated by using ice thickness, freeboard, snow thickness and density data 

collected along 100m transects. Ice (Zi), freeboard (Zf) and snow thickness (Zs) can be 

measured from boreholes while snow density (ρs) is estimated by using the known volume 

method. Water density (ρw) is calculated from profiles of water temperature and conductivity 

taken under the ice with the TEOS-10 equation of state for seawater. Using this, in-situ sea ice 

density can be calculated with: 

(4)                                                          𝜌𝑖 =  𝜌𝑤
𝑍𝑖− 𝑍𝑓

𝑍𝑖
− 𝜌𝑠

𝑍𝑠

𝑍𝑖
 

 

 

Measurement errors in all the core-based methods are inversely proportional to the size of 

the sample (Hutchings et al., 2015). As such, in order to attain better accuracy, density profile 

resolution would need to be sacrificed. Pustogvar and Kulyakhtin (2016) found that the 

hydrostatic method was able to attain the lowest measurement error (0.2%) of the four 

methods, however this method is inaccurate in samples with open air pockets due to the liquid 
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filling them. All four methods are also destructive to some degree, requiring at least some 

cutting of the core into sections to attain a profile. 

The transect method is only able to provide bulk sea ice density and suffers from errors due 

to assumptions required for the calculation. The main one is the assumption of isostatic 

equilibrium which can lead to substantial error in regions such as those close to pressure 

ridges or a ship, where this is not the case (Timco and Frederking, 1996).  Snow density and 

thickness is also a significant source of error. Hutchings et al., (2015) needed a snow density 

that was >50% lower than the estimate used in order to explain the different densities 

determined from core and transects by snow density alone. It’s possible that 

misrepresentation of snow depth can explain the difference in ice density estimates. 

1.3 PW2 Sea Ice Core 

The PW2 core was first year, land fast sea ice extracted from McMurdo Sound (Figure 1.2) on 

10th of October 2015. The coordinates of the nearby thermistor probe were S 77° 47.673’           

E 166° 20.008’. It had a freeboard of 150 mm and with snow thickness of 240 mm. The hole 

was measured to have first firmness at a depth of 3.78 m and hard ice at 2.16m deep, 

indicating a 1.62 m thick sub-ice platelet layer. The core was orientated to Mount Erebus with 

notch along the length of the core. The core was extracted in 5 sections (Figure 1.3) with a 

single cut made at 80 cm deep to fit the container tubes. No algae were visible on the core. 
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Figure 1.2 Map with PW2 sea ice core source location marked by a star in McMurdo Sound. 
Adapted from https://www.usgs.gov/. 
 

Figure 1.3 PW2 sea ice core diagram with breaks marked in cm. 
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Chapter 2. X-Ray Computed Tomography 

2.1 Introduction 

2.1.1 Basics of X-Ray Computed Tomography 

X-ray computed tomography (CT) is relatively quick and easy method which could provide 

additional information to help interpret the data from ultrasound methods. This chapter will 

focus on the previous work done using CT on sea ice, the relevant characteristics of sea ice 

with the challenges they produce and both the work that has been done. 

CT was chosen as it provides a non-destructive, proven method of determining both the 

density and the structure of an object. The basic concept of CT (Figure 2.1) is that an x-ray 

source is rotated around an object and detectors opposite to this source measure the 

attenuation of the x-ray after it has passed through the object. Complex computer programs, 

outside the scope of this document, reconstruct this attenuation data to produce the voxels 

that make up a CT image. The image generated from the rotation of source and detectors is 

usually referred to as a slice. This rotation is repeated at set increments along the object 

producing many slices that can be then used to produce image sequences, videos and 3D 

images such as (Appendix D). 
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Figure 2.1 Basic diagram of a CT scanner showing the key components. An x-ray source rotates 
around an object and the attenuation of the x-ray is measured on the other side by the 
detector. 

 

To prevent confusion throughout the chapter, a voxel is a volume element of an image with 

dimensions of a single pixel multiplied by the thickness of the slice.  Since the slice thickness 

is a known constant, each pixel in a 2D CT image represents a single voxel. 

Following the X-ray technique detailed by Hounsfield (1973), the Hounsfield Unit (HU) value 

for each voxel corresponds to linear X-ray attenuation (Duliu, 1999). Higher density and higher 

atomic numbers result in greater X-ray attenuation.  The Hounsfield scale represents density 

relative to water (set to a density of 0 HU) and air (set to a density of −1000 HU). 

HU is related to grey scale through a simple linear equation (the gradient and constant 

recorded in the dicom file, where the colour relates to the density, ranging from relatively low 

density blacks to high density whites. In the case of sea ice, black pixels represent air, dark 

grey pixels ice and white pixels brine (Crabeck et al., 2016). 
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2.1.2 Previous CT Work on Sea Ice 

In order to avoid confusion between CT and micro-CT due to the different scales, resolution 

and equipment used, CT here is referred to as medical-CT due to the equipment being typically 

used for medical purposes.  

Previous medical-CT work on sea ice is very limited.  The first use of medical-CT was by 

Kawamura (1988), on two 14cm x 13cm samples of lab grown sea ice. The CT images were 

then compared to thick section photographs, showing that they were similar in important 

details for both horizontal and vertical sections. Only single images of these were shown. 

Kawamura (1990), expanded this to glacier ice cores in order to obtain density profiles with 

voxels of 1.1 mm x 1.1 mm x 2 mm, showing that densities obtained through medical-CT that 

were around 1% lower than those obtained through the hydrostatic method.  

Work by Crabeck et al., (2016) provides the most detailed and up to date use of medical-CT 

on sea ice. Here, medical-CT was used to quantify the air volume fraction and produce images 

of the air inclusions. This was at a high-resolution providing pixels of 97μm x 97μm. However, 

this results in a field of view that cannot contain the whole core, requiring a reconstruction to 

produce a single image. The key findings were that air volume fraction is most likely controlled 

by the size of air inclusions. Most importantly to medical-CT because of the issues surrounding 

resolution, porosity due to micro bubbles (diameter < 1mm) decreased in contribution as the 

overall porosity increased.  Which means that the relative accuracy of medical-CT increases 

as porosity increases and thus medical-CT derived density. 
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2.2 Methods 

2.2.1 CT Scan 

Two sets of CT scans were conducted with the medical physics department at the Dunedin 

hospital using a SOMATOM Definition AS CT scanner. Scans were done to produce transverse 

images using a 0.6 mm slice thickness with a resolution of 4.096 pixels per mm, which gives 

voxel dimensions of 0.2441 x 0.2441 x 0.6 mm. The images produced are 512 x 512 pixels 

which corresponds to a dimension of 125 x 125 mm.  

Measurements were conducted on 3 samples, a fabricated synthetic ice sample with holes 

filled with silicon oil and thermocouples frozen in (Figure 2.2). Along with two sea ice cores 

including PW2 (described in section 1.3 and Figure 2.3). The first set of scans involved only the 

fabricated sample while the second set of scans involved all 3 samples. 

 
Figure 2.2 Photographs of the fabricated ice sample in the silicon oil filled configuration with 
thermocouples frozen in. 
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Figure 2.3 Photograph of first year Antarctic sea ice core PW2. 
 

Samples were removed from the -30°C freezers and placed into the -20°C cold room at the 

University of Otago physics department. Both the length and the position of core breaks 

present in the sea ice cores were measured (Figure 1.3) then left for over 2 hours in order for 

them to equilibrated with the cold room’s temperature. These were then removed from the 

plastic packaging and packed into separate polystyrene containers with the connections to 

thermocouples inside the fabricated sample stored on the outside. The temperature was 

checked before transport by connecting the thermocouples to a temperature monitoring 

Arduino module and displayed on a laptop. As it was not desirable to drill and freeze 

thermocouples inside the sea ice samples, the fabricated sample temperature was used as a 

proxy and assumed to represent the lower limit of the sea ice temperature. 

These samples were then transported by vehicle to the radiation oncology 

physicsdepartment at the Dunedin hospital. Thermocouples were then reconnected to the 

temperature monitoring Arduino module and the scans were conducted by hospital staff. 

During the second set of measurements, the fabricated sample was placed behind the sea ice 

sample to provide temperature monitoring (Figure 2.4). The temperature was recorded after 

each scan with the scans occurring over the temperature range of -14°C to -7°C. The CT data 

was compiled by hospital staff and the samples were then returned by vehicle to the 

University of Otago, physics department cold room. 
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Figure 2.4  Photograph of the samples being scanned. The large box containing a sea ice core 
positioned closest to the scanner with the fabricated sample and the temperature monitoring 
Arduino module at the rear. 

 

2.2.2 Processing 

Using the Fiji package for the ImageJ software (https://fiji.sc/; Schindelin J et al., 2012; 

Schneider CA, Rasband WS & Eliceiri KW, 2012), the CT data was loaded as an image sequence 

and inspected using the cursor function to estimate the range of values for the three phases. 

Each slice is represented by a single dicom file. These are then converted from the dicom file 

format into the tiff image format which converts all the values into greyscale.  

Using Matlab (Appendix A), a mask with a greyscale value of 255 (white), was applied to the 

air surrounding the core. This provides an unnatural value that can be easily excluded, 

removing the elements that aren’t a part of the sample. However, the process that calculates 

the mask dimensions causes internal data loss to occur (Figure 2.5). In order to eliminate this, 

https://fiji.sc/
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the dimensions of this circular mask are stored and then applied to a fresh version of the 

image. 

From this the number of pixels at each grey scale value are counted and the percentage of 

each phase present is calculated based upon grey scale ranges determined through inspection 

of the images. Here we set air as ranging from 0 – 20, ice from 21 – 80 and silicon/brine from 

81 – 250. This process is applied sequentially to every slice in the data and these data points 

are adjusted for position along the core using the slice thickness of 0.6 mm as the distance 

between each data point and the measured breaks in the core. A density profile is then 

calculated for the PW2 sea ice core (assuming no brine) from equation 5: 

(5)                                                                      𝜌𝑠 = 𝑎𝜌𝑖 + 𝑏𝜌𝑎 

Where ρs, ρi and ρa are the densities of the sample, ice, air and brine. While a and b fractions 

of ice and air respectively. The densities used were 918 kgm-3 for ice and 1.34 kgm-3 for air at 

-10 °C. 

2.3 Results and Discussion 

2.3.1 CT Measurements on a Fabricated Sample  

Measurements of the fabricated sample were a success. Figure 2.5. is an example of a partially 

processed slice for the fabricated sample. All three phases (ice, air and silicon oil) are clearly 

present with some large air bubbles in the drilled holes that were trapped after the holes were 

sealed with ice caps.  
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Figure 2.5  Partially processed CT image of a slice of the fabricated sample. Air, ice, silicon 
oil, data loss and mask indicated by annotations. 

 

Inspection of the slices produced estimates of greyscale ranges of 1 - 20 for air, 21 - 80 for ice 

and 81 - 200 for silicon oil. Figure 2.6. shows the percentage composition along the length of 

the ice sample based upon these greyscale ranges. The length of the drilled holes can easily 

be inferred by the considerable percentage of silicon oil from 5 to 85 mm which match the 

known dimensions from manufacturing the synthetic sample. 
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Figure 2.6 Percentage composition of the fabricated sample with * marking areas where air 
bubbles due to drilling occur. 

 

An example of 3D rendering of the fabricated sample using the volume viewer application 

from the Fiji package for ImageJ was included (Figure 2.7). However, this was not properly 

explored as subsequent attempts at replicating this processing were unsuccessful. Despite this 

problem, it is a good example further possible processing to be included. Here the 6 drilled 

holes and the thermocouples frozen in can easily be observed.  

 
Figure 2.7  3D rendering of the fabricated sample using the volume viewer application from 
the Fiji package for ImageJ. 
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2.3.2 CT Measurements on the PW2 Sea Ice Core 

Figure 2.8 is an example of a slice from sea ice core PW2. The same greyscale ranges from the 

fabricated sample were used, with the brine utilizing the same silicon oil range. This can be 

done as silicon oil and brine have similar densities which are both higher than ice. This is 

further assisted by the very large range of greyscale values assigned as brine such that 

anything with a higher density than ice is assumed to be brine.  

Figure 2.8  CT image of a slice from the PW2 sea ice core with air, ice and salt/brine indicated 
by annotations. 

 

Using the estimated greyscale ranges, the percentage composition along the core was 

calculated (Figure 2.9). Brine at less than 1% volume is unrealistic based upon previous studies 

(Eicken et al., 1995; Perovich and Gow 1996). The increase in air volume towards the bottom 

of the core is as expected since that space that was originally filled brine but was lost to brine 

drainage. This increase correlates with a transition from isolated brine pockets and tubes into 

large brine channels. 
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Figure 2.9  Percentage composition of the sea ice core PW2.  
 

A stem plot of the total number of pixels at each greyscale value (Figure 2.10) fails to produce 

the 3 distinct greyscale peaks that would allow all three phases to be resolvable. This is most 

likely due to the medical-CT resolution being too low to observe any brine in sub-millimetre 

structures or not being counted due to sharing the same grey scale value as the mask (255). 
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Figure 2.10  Stem plot of the total number of pixels at each greyscale value for the sea ice 
core PW2. 
 

Figure 2.11 is the calculated density profile of the sea ice core, with calculated densities 

ranging from 824 kgm-3 to 917 kgm-3, which are broadly consistent with the literature (Timco 

and Frederking, 1996; Hutchings et al., 2015; Pustogvar and Kulyakhtin, 2016). The accuracy 

however is unknown because of the medical-CT resolution constraints, meaning micro-pores 

(of mm or smaller dimensions in the horizontal plane) aren’t accounted for. However, 4 

distinct density zones are visible. A thin layer that rapidly increases in density at the top of the 

core, followed by a relatively constant high-density zone to about 90 cm deep. Then an almost 

sudden transition into a slightly lower and more variable density zone to around 175 cm - 180 

cm deep. And from there, a rapidly decreasing density zone. These density changes could 

potentially correlate well to different structural layers in the sea ice core. 
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Figure 2.11.  Density vs. depth plot for sea ice core PW2. 
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Chapter 3. Ultrasound 

3.1 Introduction 

Acoustic techniques provide an opportunity to investigate ice structure on a variety of scales 

both in the lab and in-situ, in a non-destructive manner. Due to the logistical difficulty of 

obtaining samples along with changes in characteristics after extraction and transportation 

(Cox and Weeks, 1986), glacial and sea ice research areas stand to benefit.  Lab techniques 

have the key advantage of preserving potentially precious samples for further 

experimentation. While field techniques allow for the measurement of ice in its natural 

conditions while in situ. Both can also be scaled up to measure a larger area and in more 

orientations. 

This chapter will provide an overview of some of the factors that influence ultrasound 

measurements, a time of flight experiment using a first-year sea ice core conducted in the lab 

and a discussion of the results.  

3.1.1 Ice Fabric and Ultrasound  

Ice is an anisotropic material where the deformation response depends on the direction of 

applied stress as well as its magnitude. From Gusmeroli et al., (2012), calculated that for a 

single crystal (Figure 3.1 and 3.2), P and S1-waves speeds have different patterns of variation 

due to elastic anisotropy. With the c-axis set as the 0° propagation angle, P-waves show 

maxima at 0° and 90°, with a minimum at 50°. And speeds ranging from 3700 ms-1 – 4100 ms-

1. S1-waves show a maximum at 45°, with minima at 0° and 90° and speeds ranging from                  

1750 ms-1 - 2200 ms-1. 
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Figure 3.1 Diagram showing the simplified process of measuring wave speeds around a 
single ice crystal. 
 

Figure 3.2 Modelled velocity anisotropy of the P and two S wave arrivals around a single ice 
crystal using MTEX toolbox (https://mtex-toolbox.github.io/) for Matlab. 
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For a polycrystalline aggregate, anisotropy depends on the degree of c-axis alignment of the 

crystals. A sample where the c-axes are randomly oriented (Figure 3.3.a), would give an 

isotropic aggregate resulting little to no variation in wave speeds with regards to propagation 

angle. However, when the c-axes are parallel (Figure 3.3.b), the aggregate would be highly 

anisotropic and give wave speed variation similar to a single crystal. 

 

Figure 3.3. Diagram of polycrystalline ice with (a): c-axes in random orientations on the left 
and (b): aligned c-axes on the right. 

 

3.1.2 Attenuation  

The combined effects of scattering and absorption result in what is known as attenuation, 

where the wave amplitude decays. In ice, differences in scattering due to variation in crystal 

structure and air/fluid inclusions can be used utilised to identify different types of ice such as 

in Liu et al., (2017). 

 

At grain/air boundaries there are three distinct scattering regimes that depend on the 

parameter λ∕2πD, where λ is the wavelength, and D is the diameter of the bubbles/ice grains. 
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These are the Rayleigh, the Stochastic and the geometric Rayleigh regimes. In the Rayleigh 

regime, the wave is large relative to the grain/bubble, λ∕2πD>1, and the scattering coefficient 

is proportional to D3f4. In the Stochastic regime, the wave is about the same size as the 

grain/bubble, 0.5 < λ∕2πD < 1, the scattering increases as a function of Df2. Lastly in the 

geometric regime, where the wave is small relative to the grain/bubble, λ∕2πD < 0.5, the 

scattering is no longer dependent on frequency but is inversely proportional to bubble/grain 

diameter (Price, 2006).  

Theoretically attenuation coefficients are easily obtained by measuring the amplitudes of the 

transmitted and received signals (Rajan et al., 1993), however this was not possible in this 

experiment due to unreliable coupling between transducers and the core resulting in loss of 

amplitude.  

3.1.3 Porosity and Temperature 

Sea ice fabric, porosity, salinity, density and temperature are all deeply intertwined making it 

difficult to accurately translate their relationship with ultrasound velocity from lab 

experiments to in situ measurements. However, broadly speaking Williams and Francois, 

(1992) found that P and S-wave ultrasonic velocities decrease with an increasing porosity. High 

porosity at lower depths, in sea ice, tends to reflect areas with brine drainage channels. Which 

when in situ, will be saturated with brine and have high salinity. Rajan et al., (1993) showed 

that low velocity zones correlated with areas of high salinity. Media containing aligned, 

anisotropic pores can also cause shear wave velocity anisotropy (Wei, 2004; Figueiredo et al., 

2013). 

Literature values for the temperature dependence of P wave velocities range from −2.2 

ms−1°C−1 to −3.4 ms−1°C−1 (Bass et al., 1957; Brockamp and Querfurth, 1964; Vogt et al., 2008; 
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Vaughan et al., 2016).  For S wave velocities, these range from −1.1 ms−1°C−1 to −1.4 ms−1°C−1 

(Bass et al., 1957; Brockamp and Querfurth, 1964; Vogt et al., 2008; Vaughan et al., 2016). 

3.2 Methods 

3.2.1 Time of Flight Measurements 

Two contacting piezoelectric transducers (Olympus NDT 500-kHz V101) are coupled to the 

sample with a thin layer of low temperature silicon grease (Figure 3.6). The source transducer 

is connected to an JSR DPR300 pulser/receiver which generates a 200V pulse with a central 

frequency of 500 kHz (Figure 3.7). The pulser/receiver is also connected to a Tektronix THS-

3014 oscilloscope, to which it sends a trigger signal. The pulse propagates through the sample 

to the receiver transducer, which is connected to the same oscilloscope. The oscilloscope 

captures a single pulse (Figure 3.5) which is then exported to a computer and recorded as a 

.txt file using the Tektronix Openchoice Desktop Application. Three pulses are captured and 

recorded at each location, which are then later averaged to reduce noise. 

 

Figure 3.5 Example screengrab of a time of flight measurement at 9cm depth and -90° 
rotation. Wave voltage on channel 1 (yellow) and trigger voltage on channel 2 (blue). 
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Because of the temperature dependence of acoustic velocities, a device was needed to 

remotely move and couple/uncouple the transducers from the sample without opening the 

freezer in order to maintain a constant temperature. An experimental rig was built (Figure 3.6) 

such that the experiment could be conducted, only requiring the freezer to be briefly opened 

in order to rotate the sample or replace the silicon grease. 

The sample is placed on the stage of the experimental rig. Where necessary, the core is cut to 

produce sections able to fit. A paper 360° protractor (Figure 3.9) is stuck to the front end of 

the sample using silicon grease and the 0° mark is aligned with the azimuth line of the sample. 

The solenoids which control the transducer housing are powered off, allowing the springs to 

push the transducers into contact and couple to the sample by the layer of low temperature 

silicon grease on the transducers. Time of flight measurements are then conducted. The 

solenoids are then powered on, which decouple the transducers and the stage, along with the 

sample, is moved by a stepper motor.  

 

 

 

Figure 3.6 Diagram of the vertical cross section of the experimental rig. 
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The experimental rig is placed in a drip tray which collects any loose ice and potential melt. 

All of which is housed within a freezer, kept at a constant temperature of -24°C. The air 

temperature is measured using National Instruments cDAQ thermocouple module equipped 

with a k-type thermocouple and actively monitored on LabView software. The experimental 

rig is operated from the outside using a connected controller and observed through a webcam 

attached to the inside of the freezer (Figure 3.9).  

Figure 3.7 Diagram of instrument setup connected to experimental rig inside Freezer. 
Software used on the computer indicated in green. 

 

 

Figure 3.8 Photo of experimental rig inside the freezer with a section of the sea ice core in the 
stage.  
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Figure 3.9 Photo from the webcam attached to the side of the freezer, which is used to 
monitor the experimental rig when freezer is closed. 

 

The time of flight measurements are conducted on the transverse plane of the sample, along 

the longitudinal axis, in set increments. For the PW2 core, this was every 2cm. Once 

measurements are completed along the length of the longitudinal axis, the stage is returned 

to its original position, the freezer is opened, and the sample is rotated around the 

longitudinal axis using the paper protractor (Figure 3.6 and 3.9). For the PW2 core, this was 

done for every 10° of rotation between -90° and 80°. 

Overtime signal strength will decrease due to poor coupling through either ice build-up in the 

grease or a rough sample surface. This is remedied by decoupling the transducers, scrapping 

off the old grease and applying a fresh layer. 
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3.2.2 Length and Angle Adjustments 

In order to calculate velocity, distance between the transducers is needed. It was observed 

that despite being a 9cm diameter core, there were variations of up to 1cm along its length. 

Therefore, the diameter at each position was also measured using vernier calipers once the 

time of flight measurements for the core were complete. A ruler was used to determine the 

depth and the paper protractor was used to determine the angle in order to locate each 

position. 

It was also observed that the azimuth mark along the length of the core was not straight. In 

order to account for this, both pieces of core have paper protractors stuck to the top. The 

azimuth lines of both pieces of core are then aligned and a ruler placed straight along the side 

of the core marking on the lower protractor the error angle (Figure 3.10) The resulting error 

being the sum of all previous measurements plus the measured angle. This gives a constant 

adjustment applied to the entire data set for that piece of core. 

 

Figure 3.10 Diagram showing the azimuth marking error that can occur between two adjacent 
pieces of core. Measured angular adjustment shown in green. 
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3.2.3 Time of Flight Data Processing 

Matlab code (Appendix B) is used to pick the first and second arrivals of the pulse. The columns 

of data are extracted from the txt files and normalised. The findpeaks function is then used to 

locate the approximate time of arrivals. The data is then cropped up to the first and second 

arrival. The first break, being the initial time of onset, is picked using the prctile function in 

Matlab. The percentile selected is adjusted with consideration to the background noise but is 

typically around the 95th percentile. This time is then plotted on an angle vs. time graph for 

visual inspection. The data for each depth position is referred to as a slice which represents a 

horizontal cross section through the core. Visual inspection is particularly important for the 

second arrival where the presence of more noise makes this method less accurate. Times 

which fall outside an expected range are set to NAN. 

The arrival velocities are then calculated using the simple velocity equation (#) for each slice 

using a csv file with the measured diameters.   

(6)                                                                    𝑣 =
𝑑

𝑡−𝑐
 

Where v is the velocity of the arrival, d is the distance between the transducers, t is the arrival 

time and c is the touch time, the measured time of arrival between two transducers coupled 

together with a thin layer of silicon grease. The measured touch times were around        4x10-

7 s (Figure 3.11) and is treated as a constant. 
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Figure 3.11 Graph of time of flight transducer touch time tests. 

 

 The velocities for a single depth are then plotted on velocity vs. angle graphs. A smoothing 

spline is fitted to the data by first translating a copy of the data to -180° and +180° and using 

a fit function to calculate the fit for triple the data. This is done in order to generate a fit where 

the ends of the graph match up, reflecting the assumption that the measured velocity would 

be the same if the pulse travelled in the opposite direction. First and second arrival velocities 

can be compared within each section of core without further adjustments due to them being 

taken relative to the same reference point. However, this is not the case between each section 

of core due to the drift of the azimuth line. The velocity and angle data for each slice is 

transferred to a txt document where further adjustments are made to the angle data to 

account for errors in the azimuth line. Finally, a colour map representing velocity is generated 

and plotted on a depth vs. azimuth graph (Appendix C). 
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3.3Results and Discussion 

3.3.1 Results 

Time of flight measurements using P wave transducers were conducted for radial ray paths at 

different positions (depth) along the length of the sea ice core PW2. An example of a single 

measurement is shown by the screen grab from the oscilloscope in Figure 3.5. In total this was 

around 4900 measurements, with three pulses captured at each location without uncoupling. 

18 of these measurements at a single depth are plotted together. First break picks are 

automated for the first and second wave arrivals.  An example of this is shown in Figure 3.12.  

 

Figure 3.12 Example of unadjusted angle vs. time graph for time of flight measurements with 
first break picks of the first arrival in red crosses and second arrival in blue crosses. 

 

There are obviously wrong first break picks for the second arrival (blue crosses inside first 

arrival) in Figure 3.12. at unadjusted angles 0, 10 and 12. This is deliberately included in this 

stage of the process so that visual inspection can be conducted on the automated picks as to 
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excluded from later results. Errors in automated picks are most prevalent in second arrival 

first break picks due to the lower accuracy in a noisier stage of the signal with this automated 

system of picking and the number of data points excluded range between 0 - 8. While there is 

a clearly visible third arrival, this picking method is more unreliable with both lower 

amplitudes and subsequent arrivals, as clearly seen for the second arrival. As a result of this 

and the quantity of data making hand picking time prohibitive, this third arrival was not 

studied.  

Velocities are calculated from the first break pick times and diameter measurements from the 

core. A direct path is assumed for all calculations here and unrealistic velocities are cleaned 

from the data. Examples for the first arrival are shown in Figure 3.13, 3.14 and 3.15. Examples 

for the second arrival are shown in Figure 3.16 and 3.17. First and second arrivals are then 

normalised and plotted together in order to compare the patterns in velocity variations. Using 

the same depths as above for examples, this is shown in Figure 3.18 and 3.19. 

 
 

 
 
Figure 3.13 Graphs of first arrival velocity vs. angle for sea ice core PW2 at various depths 
with spline fitted curve. Left: (a) 3 cm deep, Right: (b) 11 cm deep. 
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Figure 3.14 Graphs of first arrival velocity vs. angle for sea ice core PW2 at various depths 
with spline fitted curve. Top left: (a) 34 cm deep, top right: (b) 55 cm deep, centre left: (c) 91 
cm deep, centre right: (d) 101 cm deep, bottom left: (e) 111 cm deep and bottom right: (f) 
132 cm deep. 
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Figure 3.15 Graphs of first arrival velocity vs. angle for sea ice core PW2 at various depths 
with spline fitted curve. Left: (a) 150 cm deep, Right: (b) 191 cm deep. 

 
 
 
Figure 3.16 Graphs of second arrival velocity vs. angle for sea ice core PW2 at various depths 
with spline fitted curve. Top left: (a) 3 cm deep, top right: (b) 11 cm deep, bottom left: (c) 34 
cm deep, bottom right: (d) 55 cm deep. 
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Figure 3.17 Graphs of second arrival velocity vs. angle for sea ice core PW2 at various depths 
with spline fitted curve. Top left: (a) 91 cm deep, top right: (b) 101 cm deep, centre left: (c) 
111 cm deep, centre right: (d) 132 cm deep, bottom left: (e) 150 cm deep and bottom right: 
(f) 191 cm deep. 
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Figure 3.18 Graphs of normalised first and second arrival velocity vs. angle for sea ice core 
PW2 at various depths with spline fitted curve. Top left: (a) 3 cm deep, top right: (b) 11 cm 
deep, centre left: (c) 34 cm deep, centre right: (d) 55 cm deep, bottom left: (e) 91 cm deep 
and bottom right: (f) 101 cm deep. 
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Figure 3.19 Graphs of normalised first and second arrival velocity vs. angle for sea ice core 
PW2 at various depths with spline fitted curve. Top left: (a) 111 cm deep, top right: (b) 132 
cm deep, bottom left: (c) 150 cm deep and bottom right: (d) 191 cm deep. 

Finally, the velocity data for the first arrival is compiled and an angular adjustment that 

accounts for rotation of the azimuth between core pieces is applied. A colour map is then 

produced showing the wave velocity around the PW2 sea ice core, with depth, as seen in 

Figure 3.20 High velocity zones are shown in red and low velocity zones shown in blue. Each 

black dot represents a velocity data point (1642 total) with horizontal gaps in the data due to 

breaks in the core and vertical gaps due to outlying data that was removed. This was not done 

for the second arrival due to the number of missing data points since the colour map reflects 

the data points and not the fitted curves.  
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Figure 3.20 Colour map of corrected first arrival wave velocity around the PW2 sea ice core 
with depth. Each black dot represents an individual velocity data point. 

 

3.3.2 Velocity Measurements Along the Core 

Figure 3.13.a, 3.13.b, 3.16.a, 3.16.b, 3.18.a and 3.18.b show a transition from a weak to a 

stronger anisotropy over the top 10cm of the core. This is likely a thin frazil ice layer (Gough 

et al., 2012). 

Figure 3.20 shows that for the first 70cm of the core, there are 2 high velocity zones at 

approximately -20° and 70° from the azimuth. While efforts were made to correct for the drift 

in the azimuth marking along the core, this could be as a result in errors of marking the 

azimuth at the time of extraction. This is likely to have happened to the 10 cm section between 

70 cm and 80cm which appears to be shifted relative to adjacent core sections. 
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From approximately 95 cm to 120 cm deep there is a zone of weak to no velocity anisotropy 

(Figure 3.18.e, 3.18.f and 3.19.a), which transitions into a zone of strong anisotropy between 

around 120 cm and 140 cm deep (Figure 3.19.b). And then transitions back into a zone of weak 

to no velocity anisotropy (Figure 3.19.c until the onset of a low velocity zone. 

The low velocity zone from 185cm deep, onwards, corresponds to a high porosity zone evident 

from the CT data in Figure 3.20 Representing a layer with large brine structures near what was 

the freezing front (Gough et al., 2012). These structures are now primarily filled with air due 

to brine drainage during and after extraction with the higher fraction of air causing much 

lower velocities than would be seen in pure ice. This effect of increasing porosity on 

ultrasound velocities is consistent with Williams and Francois, (1992) and the low velocity 

zone with Rajan et al., (1993). Despite this, there is still a strong velocity anisotropy (Figure 

3.19.d) with high velocity zones at around -30° and 40°. 

 

3.3.3 Determination of Wave Type 

Since a P wave travels faster than both an S wave and a surface wave, coupled with the 

quickest path being the direct path, it is readily apparent that the first arrival is a P wave. This 

is further supported by the velocity range, from Figure 3.20, of 3100 ms-1 – 3900 ms-1 being 

consistent with the literature (Rajan et al., 1993; Gusmeroli et al., 2012; Vaughan et al, 2016). 

The case for the second arrival however is more complicated. First let’s consider some basic 

geometric arguments for various reflections of a plane wave. Referring to Figure 3.21 and 

using an approximation of the experiment’s measurements with an arrival time of          4.3x10-

5 s and r = 0.045 m. Using equation (7) and a wave reflected at an incident angle of 45° we 

obtain: 
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(7)                                                                      𝑑 =
4𝑟

√2
 

Resulting in a velocity of 2960 ms-1.  Likewise, for a surface wave around half the 

circumference of the core giving a velocity of 3288 ms-1. Lastly for a wave that is reflected 

twice along the direct path, travelling from the source to the receiver, reflecting to the source 

and then back to receiver. Travelling the direct path three times, resulting in a velocity of 6279 

ms-1. 

For comparison, the same is also done for the first arrival using an approximation of the 

experiment’s measurements of the first arrival’s time of 2.4x10-5 s and the same core radius. 

These velocities are shown in Table 1. 

 

 

Figure 3.21 Ray path diagram showing the direct wave, a wave reflected at an incident angle 
of 45° and a surface wave travelling around half the circumference of the core. 
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Velocities Of Each Arrival For Various Wave Paths  

 Direct Path Reflection At A 
45° Angle 

Double Direct 
Reflection 

Surface Wave 

First Arrival 
Velocity 

3750 ms-1 5303 ms-1 11250 ms-1 5890 ms-1 

Second Arrival 
Velocity 

2093 ms-1 2960 ms-1 6279 ms-1 3288 ms-1 

Table 1 Table showing calculated velocities for each wave path considered. Using approximate 
arrival times of 2.4x10-5 s for the first arrival and 4.3x10-5 s for the second arrival along a core 
with radius 0.4 5m 

The case of the two reflected waves produces a velocity outside the expected range of both P 

and S waves, so can be eliminated. So too can the surface wave case, as surface waves travel 

slower than body waves. Leaving the direct path which is consistent with velocity range of 

1900 ms-1 – 2100 ms-1 for shear waves (Rajan et al., 1993; Gusmeroli et al., 2012). 

3.3.4 Velocity Anisotropy 

Despite the velocity of the second arrival being consistent with a shear wave (Figure 3.16 and 

Figure 3.17) the patterns produced by the normalised first and second arrival velocity vs. angle 

graphs (Figure 3.18 to Figure 3.19), indicate that this may not be the case. The curves of first 

and second arrival have approximately matching velocity maxima and minima and as such do 

not match predicted Vp and Vs vs. propagation angle curves of a single ice crystal as shown in 

Figure 3.2 However, this assumes that the crystal orientation is the main control of anisotropy 

in this sea ice core. As such, it is necessary to consider other explanations for the second arrival 

and its velocity anisotropy. 
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3.3.5 Anisotropy Due to Pores 

If the second arrival is an S-wave (due to a P to S to P conversion), then its velocity anisotropy 

pattern is unlikely to be due to the fabric. One possibility is that the pores cause the observed 

velocity anisotropy of the S-wave (Wei, 2004; Figueiredo et al., 2013). The alignment of brine 

and air pockets along ice platelet boundaries with a preferred vertical orientation contributes 

to the anisotropy and inhomogeneity of sea ice (Kovacs et al., 1978). Such pockets migrate 

downwards and lengthen with depth (Light et al., 2003) and as such, these tubes could 

approximate the strip crack model (Figure 3.22) of Wei (2004).  While it was found that crack 

densities do not affect the velocity of the fast and slow S-waves for the polarization direction 

parallel to the crack plane, they do when the polarization direction is perpendicular to the 

crack plane resulting in velocity decreases with increasing crack density. Furthermore, the 

superposition of these two S-waves creates a visual deflection pattern, which would result in 

first break picks of that deflection rather than either of the S-waves and could result in the 

second arrival wave patterns observed here.  

Figure 3.22 Strip crack model adapted from Wei (2004) to match vertical brine structures in a 
core. 
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However, such an explanation breaks down in the low velocity zone (Figure 3.20) due to the 

presence of strong velocity anisotropy (Figure 3.19.d) in a region with large disordered brine 

drainage channels. This zone doesn’t resemble the strip crack arrangement and as such 

wouldn’t produce the polarisation and visual deflection patterns required to explain the 

velocity anisotropy of the second arrival. 

3.3.6 The Biot Slow wave 

Biot (1956a,b) established a complete theory of the propagation of elastic waves in fluid-

saturated porous solids. In an isotropic, fluid saturated medium, with a single solid and fluid 

phase, along with uniform and connected porosity, this theory predicts existence of three 

types of waves. An S wave and two types of P wave, a fast and a slow one. This was 

subsequently observed in an experiment by Plona (1980). Such waves are typically highly 

attenuated but experience lower attenuation at high frequencies and large fluid permeability.  

Leclaire et al., (1994) extended this theory to frozen porous media consisting of two solid 

phases (ice and one other) and a single fluid phase being water. This predicted the presence 

of three P waves and two S waves, with the additional P and S wave due to the addition of a 

second continuous solid. Following this, experiments conducted in Leclaire et al.,(1995), were 

able to measure two P waves and two S waves where the fast P wave had a velocity of 4000 

ms-1, while the fast S wave and the slow P wave had very similar velocities with 2400 ms-1 and 

2300 ms-1 respectively, at -28 °C and a frequency of 500 kHz. These were in good agreement 

with those predicted from the model. Furthermore, the additional slow waves showed a 

considerable increase in amplitude with a decrease in temperature due to being propagated 

with a lower attenuation. While it would be incredibly difficult to model the arrival velocities 

for sea ice due to its complexity, such an explanation would explain both its velocity and 

velocity anisotropy pattern across the entirety of the core. 
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Chapter 4. Sea Ice Structure 

4.1 Introduction 

Sea ice structure is typically determined by analysis of thin and thick sections in the lab. This 

by its very nature is destructive which is why this is the last step in this process. Once done, 

the bulk measurements, such as the ultrasonic velocity measurements, can’t be repeated. The 

production of thin sections is a relatively delicate process and obtaining c-axis measurements 

from them is both a time consuming and mentally draining process. Furthermore, a thin 

section only provides a snapshot of the structure at that point which may not reflect the whole 

core. However, it produces much higher resolution information about microstructure than 

what is likely to be possible with non-destructive methods. Thick sections meanwhile are quick 

to make and makes obtaining a broad overview of the cores structure very easy.  

In this chapter we cover the horizontal thin sections and vertical thick sections taken of the 

PW2 ice core in order to compare to the non-destructive methods of previous chapters.  

4.2 Methods 

Thin sections were produced, and c axis measurements taken using the process laid out by 

Langway (1958). Here we will provide a brief overview of this method.  

Inside a – 20 °C cold room, three 5 mm – 10 mm thick horizontal disks with approximately 90 

mm diameters are cut from the PW2 sea ice core using a band saw. The lower face of these 

disks are at depths of 11.3 cm, 100.3 cm and 195.8 cm. The band saw is also used to put a 

small notch at the azimuth line for orientation. The lower face is than sanded smoothed over 

progressively finer sandpaper. A clean glass slide is then gently heated on a hot plate. Once 

warm, the glass slide is removed, and the disk is quickly placed onto the glass slide with the 
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azimuth marking aligned with the top. As the ice melts onto the slide, it is gently moved in 

small circular motions to remove any entrapped bubbles. Once frozen on, the edges are 

reinforced by applying a small amount of cold water using a dropper and the azimuth is also 

marked on the slide. A microtome is then used to reduce the thickness to less than 0.5 mm, 

completing the thin section.  

The thin section is then transferred to a universal stage where between cross polarisers, it is 

rotated to extinction and 45° from extinction for photos. c-axis measurements are made 

through a process of rotating the various axes, with the grains sampled at the intersections of 

the universal stage’s 10 mm by 10 mm grid.  This results in approximately 50 measurements 

for each thin section. The data are then adjusted with regard to the azimuth marking in the 

same manner as the ultrasound data (Figure 3.10) and the table in Langway (1958) to adjust 

for optical differences between measured angle and true angle. This is then plotted onto a 

Schmidt equal area net in Matlab. The acoustic velocity is also modelled from the c-axis data 

using the MTEX toolbox (https://mtex-toolbox.github.io/) in Matlab. 

5 mm – 8 mm vertical thick sections were then cut using a band saw for the entire length of 

the core. Visual observations were made and noted, then the sections were placed on a light 

box for pictures in both plane polarised light and between crossed polarisers. Due to time 

pressures related to the shutdown of the lab, only select photos are shown due to issues with 

the quality some of the photos.   
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4.3 Results and Discussion 

The thick section Figure 4.2 shows a thin initial frazil ice layer that transitions into columnar 

ice (Figure 4.1) with small platelet inclusions increasing in size and number with depth. At 83 

cm depth (Figure 4.1 and 4.3) we see a thin band of incorporated platelet ice, followed by 

columnar at 86 cm with visible vertical brine structures. This has been labelled resumed 

columnar ice using the definition from Dempsey et al., (2010). From 93 cm depth onwards, 

we see draped platelet ice with increasing grain size until around 183 cm depth. Vertical brine 

structures are present however they decrease in abundance with depth (figure 4.4). Lastly, 

we see the onset of large resumed columnar ice crystals with large and numerous non-vertical 

brine structures that increase in abundance and size with depth (Figure 4.5 and 4.6). 

Figure 4.1 Core diagram of the PW2 sea ice core drawn from thick section observations. Thin 
section depths marked by *.  
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Figure 4.2 Photo of PW2 sea ice core thick section between a depth of 0 cm and 10 cm, 
between crossed polarisers. 
 

 
Figure 4.3 Photo of PW2 sea ice core thick section between a depth of 80 cm and 100 cm, 
between crossed polarisers.  
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Figure 4.4 Photo of PW2 sea ice core thick section between a depth of 80 cm and 100 cm, in 
plane polarised light with an example of a vertical brine structure annotated. 
 

  
Figure 4.5 Photo of PW2 sea ice core thick section between a depth of 196 cm and 210 cm, 
between crossed polarisers.  
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Figure 4.6 Photo of PW2 sea ice core thick section between a depth of 196 cm and 210 cm, 
in plane polarised light with an example of one of the many brine structures annotated. 
 

The first thin section from the PW2 sea ice core, at 11.3cm depth, shows elongated crystals of 

roughly 1 cm – 2 cm length (Figure 4.7.a). c-axis measurements (Figure 4.7.c) show a moderate 

uniaxial girdle with a circular mean (x0) of 79° and a standard deviation (s0) of 19°. This is typical 

of aligned columnar ice (Weeks and Gow, 1978; Langhorne and Robinson, 1985; Gow and 

Tucker, 1991; Dempsey et al., 2010). This is likely due to selective growth of the crystals in the 

presence of a current (Langhorne and Robinson, 1985), which aligns the c-axis in the direction 

of the current. 

At 100.3cm depth we see primarily rounded cm sized crystals (Figure 4.8.a) matching a draped 

platelet ice fabric (Jefferies et al., 1993; Dempsey et al., 2010).  c-axis measurements (Figure 

4.8.c) show a strong cluster in the centre of the Schmidt net, indicating that the crystals lie flat 

with their faces parallel to the to the base of the ice (Jefferies et al., 1993), while the remaining 

c-axes are arranged in a weak non-horizontal girdle. 
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The thin section at 195.8 cm shows large elongated crystals of over 5 cm in length (Figure 

4.9.a) and c-axis measurements (Figure 4.9.c) show a moderate uniaxial non-horizontal girdle 

and a strong shallow inclination cluster that does not lie in the plane of the girdle. This is 

consistent with the resumed columnar ice. Columnar ice present below an incorporated 

platelet ice layer indicates that the supply of platelets from the ocean had ceased, ending 

interference with geometric selection. And with the larger initial grain size of incorporated 

platelet ice, results in larger grained columnar ice ( Dempsey et al., 2010). 

Modelled velocity plots (Figure 4.10, 4.11 and 4.12) are then generated from the collected c-

axis data and presented here. However this will be covered in chapter 5, where it will be 

compared with the measured acoustic velocities. 
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Figure 4.7 Top left (a): Thin section from PW2 sea ice core with 9 cm diameter, at a depth of 
11.3 cm, rotated to extinction. Top right (b): Thin section rotated 45° from extinction. Bottom 
(c): Schmidt net plot of c-axis measurements. 
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Figure 4.8 Top left (a): Thin section from PW2 sea ice core with 9 cm diameter, at a depth of 
100.3 cm, rotated to extinction. Top right (b): Thin section rotated 45° from extinction. Bottom 
(c): Schmidt net plot of c-axis measurements. 
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Figure 4.9 Top left (a): Thin section from PW2 sea ice core with 9 cm diameter, at depth of 
195.8 cm, rotated to extinction. Top right (b): Thin section rotated 45° from extinction. Bottom 
(c): Schmidt net plot of c-axis measurements. 
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Figure 4.10 Modelling for thin section at 11.3 cm. Top left (a): colour map of crystal 
preferred orientation (CPO), top centre (b): modelled Vp, top right (c): modelled Vs1 with 
polarisation directions, bottom left (d): modelled Vs2 with polarisation directions, bottom 
centre (e): S-wave anisotropy percentage, (f): difference between Vs1 and Vs2 with 
polarisation directions. 

 
Figure 4.11 Modelling for thin section at 100.3 cm. Top left (a): colour map of crystal 
preferred orientation (CPO), top centre (b): modelled Vp, top right (c): modelled Vs1 with 
polarisation directions, bottom left (d): modelled Vs2 with polarisation directions, bottom 
centre (e): S-wave anisotropy percentage, (f): difference between Vs1 and Vs2 with 
polarisation directions. 
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Figure 4.12 Modelling for thin section at 195.8 cm. Top left (a): colour map of crystal 
preferred orientation (CPO) top centre (b): modelled Vp, top right (c): modelled Vs1 with 
polarisation directions, bottom left (d): modelled Vs2 with polarisation directions, bottom 
centre (e): S-wave anisotropy percentage, (f): difference between Vs1 and Vs2 with 
polarisation directions. 
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Chapter 5. Correlation of Data 

5.1 Structure 

The medical-CT derived density profile from (Figure 2.11) and the first arrival velocity colour 

map from time of flight measurements (Figure 3.20) both correlate well to the observations 

from thick sections (Figure 4.1) and thin section c-axis measurements (Figure 4.7.c, 4.8.c and 

4.9.c). The CT calculated density and the ultrasonic velocities (max, min and colour map) are 

able to distinguish at least 4 distinct layers which can be seen in Figure 5.1 and 5.2. The thin 

frazil ice layer was seen at the top of the core through a rapid increase in density and weak to 

no velocity anisotropy. These both transition into a relatively consistent high-density zone 

with strong velocity anisotropy, related to the columnar ice layer. This rapidly transitions into 

a slightly lower density zone with weak to no velocity anisotropy, corresponding to the 

incorporated platelet ice layer. The bottom layer is seen through a rapid decrease in density, 

strong velocity anisotropy and a low velocity zone. This matches observations of the resumed 

columnar ice layer with large brine structures near what was the freezing front (Gough et al., 

2012). These structures are now primarily filled with air due to brine drainage, during and 

after extraction, with the higher fraction of air causing much lower velocities than would be 

seen in pure ice.
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Figure 5.1. Diagram correlating core structure with density, max/min Vp and select normalised first and second arrival velocity graphs at depths of 3 
cm, 55 cm, 150 cm and 191 cm.  Second panel on next page shows the velocity anisotropy colour map relative to core structure and density. 
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Figure 5.2. Diagram correlating core structure with density and velocity anisotropy colour map.
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5.2 Ultrasound Velocity 

When corrected to match the -90° to 80° reference frame, the c-axis data from Figure 4.7.c at 

11.3 cm deep and Figure 4.9.c at 195.8 cm deep, broadly match the observed absolute 

maximum of the first arrival velocity at around 70° - 80° and -20° in Figure 3.20. Based on 

Gusmeroli et al., (2012) and figure 3.2, this matches what would be expected for P-wave 

anisotropy that is due to ice crystal fabrics where the c-axes lie roughly in the horizontal plane. 

The P-wave velocities calculate from the measured c-axes (Figure 4.10.b) show good 

agreement to the measured P-wave velocities at 11.3cm. Similarly the c-axis data at 195.8 cm 

predicts a P-wave velocity anisotropy (Figure 4.12.b) corresponds to the measured anisotropy 

with a maximum value around  -20°. 

Unlike the other thin sections, the one at 100.3 cm deep (Figure 4.8.c) correlates with a zone 

of relatively little to no velocity anisotropy. From the c-axis measurements, we can see that 

they predominately orientated vertically, which when modelled (Figure 4.11.b) produce a 

constant, moderately high velocity zone in the horizontal plane. This indicates that the time 

of flight measurements all lay in the basal planes of the ice crystals. This means that the 

anisotropy magnitude is lower here and the velocity corresponds to the secondary maximum 

velocity that exists for ray paths contained in the basal plane  (Figure 3.2).  

The second arrival is much more complicated.  To explain this, it helps to break it down into 

simple logical steps: 

• If a direct path of propagation is assumed, this arrival has a velocity of around 1900 

ms-1 – 2100 ms-1, which matches the literature values for an S-wave (Rajan et al., 1993; 

Vogt et al., 2008; Gusmeroli et al., 2012; Vaughan et al., 2016).  
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• However, the observed velocity anisotropy patterns clearly do not match the 

modelled velocities from the c-axis measurements (Figure 4.10.c, 4.11.c and 4.12.c). 

Instead they match the first arrival which is a P-wave. 

• If we assume that this arrival is an S-wave, then what controls the anisotropy is not 

the CPO and therefore requires another mechanism. Potentially something to do with 

the pores in the sea ice core. 

• One possibility explored (section 3.3.5) was that pore structure in sea ice 

approximating that of the strip crack model of Wei (2004). In that paper, the arrivals 

of the two S waves were superimposed, creating a visual deflection pattern that could 

possibly mimic the second arrival. 

• However, this idea cannot explain the anisotropy in the resumed columnar ice section 

(below 183 cm) of the core where large, brine drainage channels are arranged in 

seemingly random non-vertical orientations. 

• One possible explanation is that the second arrival  is a Biot slow wave (section 3.3.6) 

as it explains both the velocity anisotropy pattern by also being a P-wave. While 

potentially having a velocity like that of an S-wave. While in most cases, this wave is 

heavily attenuated, this experiment has many of the conditions that favour a high 

amplitude. A high frequency (Plona, 1980) pulse at 500kHz and low temperatures 

(Leclaire et al., 1995) of around -24 °C. Though without the ability to model this, it is 

only a guess based upon the measured velocities of similar material in Leclaire et al., 

(1995). 
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Chapter 6. Discussion 

6.1 Evaluation 

The results of this research indicate that both medical-CT and time of flight ultrasound 

measurements have the potential to become useful tools in studying sea ice by avoiding the 

destructive nature of more traditional methods.  

Medical-CT has the potential to become an effective tool reasonably quickly for core analysis. 

The measurement process used here was surprisingly quick with the actual alignment and 

scan time lasting only a couple of minutes once set up was complete. Data collection was 

finished within an afternoon and as such, makes this by far the quickest method of 

determining density covered here and with a resolution that can’t be matched. The pixel 

counting method used to calculate the density of the PW2 sea ice core was reasonably simple 

and as such there is significant room to improve accuracy. Specifically, direct measurement 

comparisons with traditional methods in a similar manner to Kawamura (1990), studying how 

sub-mm scale pores, outside medical-CT resolution, affect density and better processing 

techniques. Furthermore, medical-CT can also be extended to characterise other aspects of 

the core such as what was done by Crabeck et al., (2016).  

The development of ultrasound for sea ice applications is much more difficult, however the 

potential benefits are greater due to its ability to be adapted as an in-situ field tool like in 

Rajan et al., (1993). In future lab experiments, the use of only two transducers is strongly 

recommended against for large samples since this was a very slow and tedious process. Due 

to the temperature dependent nature of the measurements, core sections had to be allowed 

cool in the experimental freezer overnight meaning switching between sections resulted in 

not being able to make measurements for the rest of the day. Also breaks were required 
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whenever the monitored air temperature got too warm due to opening of the freezer. This 

coupled with having to manually operate the rig and data collection meant that to measure 

about 2 m of core is ideally around a 6-week process, if there are no equipment errors which 

tend to be likely in freezing temperatures. The benefit of ultrasound though, is that the 

pathway to scale up is simple. The addition of more transducers will also allow more 

complicated pathways than the direct path to be sampled, providing a more complete picture 

of the velocity anisotropy.  

6.2 Future Work 

• Comparing medical-CT derived density profiles with both hydrostatic and 

mass/volume methods. This would require several sea ice cores to be measured by 

medical-CT and then cut up to measure their density through the traditional methods. 

Salinity measurements and thick section observations could also be integrated into 

such a piece of work to investigate the differences in measured density of different 

types of sea ice. 

•  Investigating the observed second arrival. This could potentially be done in a 

comparative way using lab grown, bubble free columnar ice and lab grown sea ice. 

Time of flight measurements would then be taken in a number of orientations with 

both P-wave and S-wave transducers. If the second arrival anisotropy in sea ice is due 

to the slow P-wave, then they should show different velocity anisotropy patterns. 
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Chapter 7. Conclusions 

Non-destructive measurement techniques provide an opportunity to overcome some of the 

limitations of measuring sea ice structural characteristics, that traditional methods have. 

Using a single sea ice core, this thesis explored elements of two techniques, CT and ultrasound, 

to investigate what elements of a structure could be inferred from measurements.  

Medical-CT was found to be a time efficient method to generate a density profile of the core. 

The calculated densities ranged from 824 kgm-3 to 917 kgm-3 across the core, with four distinct 

layers visible from the profile. Time of flight ultrasound measurements were then conducted 

around the transverse plane, along the length of the core. Three arrivals were observed and 

two were studied in detail.   

First arrival velocities ranged from 3100 ms-1 to 3900 ms-1 and second arrival velocities ranged 

from 1850 ms-1 to 2100 ms-1. Both arrivals showed the same pattern of velocity anisotropy 

around the core, consistent with modelled P-wave velocity anisotropy around a single ice 

crystal. It was concluded that the first arrival was a P wave. A colour map was then produced 

from first arrival velocities to show the velocity anisotropy along for the entire core, with a 

low velocity zone visible at the bottom of the core. 

The core was then cut for thin and thick sections. A core structure diagram was produced from 

thick sections observations broadly showing a frazil ice layer to 3 cm deep, a columnar ice 

layer to 96 cm deep, an incorporated platelet ice layer to 183 cm deep and resumed columnar 

ice to the end of the core at 210 cm deep. Thin sections were taken at 3 points and c-axis 

measurements were made. These measurements were then used to model P and S-wave 

velocities in ice.  
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The data from the entire thesis was then correlated together. The changes in CT derived 

density profile, ultrasound arrival velocities and anisotropy patterns were shown to closely 

match the changes between the four layers in sea ice core. The velocity anisotropy was also 

shown to match the P-wave velocity anisotropy modelled from the c-axis measurements. 

Identification of the second arrival was uncertain but it was argued that it could be a Biot slow 

wave. 

While this work only used these methods in very basic ways, compared to how they are used 

in other fields, the results of this thesis show that there is great potential in utilising CT and 

ultrasound in the study of sea ice.  
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Appendix A : CT Pixel Counting and Density 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
%Code for plotting component percentage vs length using pixel 

greyscale 
%values from CT Data 
%Code By Nathaniel Parsons and Hamish Bowman, May 2016 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
clear all 

  
clc 

  
%Last 4 digit number of images chosen for processing 
images = [6346:7797,7799:9129,9131:9999]; 

  
%Calculating length of sample scanned in mm, where each slice = 0.6mm 
numimages = length(images); 

  
%Creating slices vector 
slices = (0:0.06:210); 

  
%Creating empty matrix for percent composition storage 
percentagestorage = zeros(numimages , 3); 

  
pixelcountStore = zeros(256,numimages); 

  
eaststore = zeros(numimages); 
weststore = zeros(numimages); 
northstore = zeros(numimages); 
southstore = zeros(numimages); 

  
%Starting index at 1 with increasing increment 
index = 1; 

  
%Same as above but for numbers ending with 1000 and above 

  

  
for i = images(1:end) 

  
    filenumber = i; 

     
    %%CT_1.3.12.2.1107.5.1.4.95082.30000016031419103630800000892 
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    filename = 

['CT_1.3.12.2.1107.5.1.4.95082.3000001606132006342610000' 

num2str(filenumber) '.tif'] 

   
    I=imread(filename); 

     
    cutoff = prctile(I, 99); 

     
    A = cutoff; 
    B = repmat(A,512,1); 

  

     
    k = find(I > B); 

     
    I(k) = 0; 

     

    east = max(find(sum(I) > 200)); 
    west = min(find(sum(I) > 200)); 
    north = max(find(sum(I') > 200)); 
    south = min(find(sum(I') > 200)); 

     
    if isempty(east) == 1 
        east = 1; 
        west = 1; 
        north = 1; 
        south = 1; 
    end 

  
    eaststore(i) = east; 
    weststore(i) = west; 
    northstore(i) = north; 
    southstore(i) = south; 

     

  
end 

  

  
%Same as above but for numbers ending with 1000 and above 

  

  
for i = images(1:end) 

  
    filenumber = i; 

     
    %%CT_1.3.12.2.1107.5.1.4.95082.30000016031419103630800000892 

     
    filename = 

['CT_1.3.12.2.1107.5.1.4.95082.3000001606132006342610000' 

num2str(filenumber) '.tif'] 

     
    I=imread(filename); 

     
    east = eaststore(i); 
    west = weststore(i); 
    north = northstore(i); 
    south = southstore(i); 
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    Icrop = I(south:north, west:east); 

     
    a = size(Icrop, 1)/2; 

     
    b = size(Icrop, 2)/2; 

     
    r = (size(Icrop, 1) + size(Icrop, 2))/4; 

     
    nrows = size(Icrop, 1); 

     
    ncols = size(Icrop, 2); 

     

     
    [xx,yy] = ndgrid((1:nrows)-a,(1:ncols)-b); 
    mask = (xx.^2 + yy.^2)<r.^2; 

     
    Icrop(mask==0) = 255; 

     
    figure(2) 

     
    imagesc(Icrop) 
    axis equal, axis tight 
    colormap gray 

  
    [pixelCounts grayLevels] = imhist(Icrop); 

     
    pixelcountStore(:,index) = pixelCounts; 

  
    AirBand = pixelCounts(1:20,1); 

  
    IceBand = pixelCounts(21:80,1); 

  
    SiliconBand = pixelCounts(80:254,1); 

  
    AirPixels = sum(AirBand); 

  
    IcePixels = sum(IceBand); 

  
    SiliconPixels = sum(SiliconBand); 

    
    TotalPixels = AirPixels + IcePixels + SiliconPixels; 

     
    percentagestorage (index,1) = AirPixels/TotalPixels; 
    percentagestorage (index,2) = IcePixels/TotalPixels; 
    percentagestorage (index,3) = SiliconPixels/TotalPixels; 

     
    if percentagestorage (index,1) > 0.1 
    percentagestorage (index,:) = nan; 
    end 

     

  

     
    index = index +1; 
end 

  
section1 = percentagestorage(20:295,:); 
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section2 = percentagestorage(393:804,:); 
section3 = percentagestorage(886:1170,:); 
section4 = percentagestorage(1287:1417,:); 
section5 = percentagestorage(1485:2655,:); 
section6 = percentagestorage(2850:3622,:); 

  
Range = [20:295,389:800,880:1164,1196:1326,1347:2517,2685:3457]; 

  
pixelcountfixed = pixelcountStore(:,Range); 

  
Sumpixelcount = sum(pixelcountfixed,2); 

  
Sumpixelcount(256,1) = 0; 

  
greyscale = (0:255); 

  

  

  
figure (3) 

  
%Plot the percentage of each component with legend, title and labels 
plot (section1(:,1).*100,-1*slices(1,20:295),'k',... 
      section1(:,2).*100,-1*slices(1,20:295),'b',... 
      section1(:,3).*100,-1*slices(1,20:295),'y',... 
      section2(:,1).*100,-1*slices(1,389:800),'k',... 
      section2(:,2).*100,-1*slices(1,389:800),'b',... 
      section2(:,3).*100,-1*slices(1,389:800),'y',... 
      section3(:,1).*100,-1*slices(1,880:1164),'k',... 
      section3(:,2).*100,-1*slices(1,880:1164),'b',... 
      section3(:,3).*100,-1*slices(1,880:1164),'y',... 
      section4(:,1).*100,-1*slices(1,1196:1326),'k',... 
      section4(:,2).*100,-1*slices(1,1196:1326),'b',... 
      section4(:,3).*100,-1*slices(1,1196:1326),'y',... 
      section5(:,1).*100,-1*slices(1,1347:2517),'k',... 
      section5(:,2).*100,-1*slices(1,1347:2517),'b',... 
      section5(:,3).*100,-1*slices(1,1347:2517),'y',... 
      section6(:,1).*100,-1*slices(1,2685:3457),'k',... 
      section6(:,2).*100,-1*slices(1,2685:3457),'b',... 
      section6(:,3).*100,-1*slices(1,2685:3457),'y'); 

   
title('Pecentage Composition vs Length of Sea Ice Core PW2') 
xlabel('Percentage Composition (%)') 
ylabel('Depth (cm)') 
legend ('Air','Ice','Brine','location','N') 

  
figure (4) 

  
stem(greyscale,Sumpixelcount,'Marker','none') 
xlim([-5 255]) 

  
title('Stem plot of pixel greyscale values') 
xlabel('Greyscale Value') 
ylabel('Number of Pixels') 

  

  
figure (5) 

  
stem(greyscale,log(Sumpixelcount),'Marker','none') 
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xlim([-5 255]) 

  
title('Stem plot of pixel greyscale values') 
xlabel('Greyscale Value') 
ylabel('Log Number of Pixels') 

  
density1 = section1(:,1).*1.34 + section1(:,2).*919 ; 
density2 = section2(:,1).*1.34 + section2(:,2).*919 ; 
density3 = section3(:,1).*1.34 + section3(:,2).*919 ; 
density4 = section4(:,1).*1.34 + section4(:,2).*919 ; 
density5 = section5(:,1).*1.34 + section5(:,2).*919 ; 
density6 = section6(:,1).*1.34 + section6(:,2).*919 ; 

  
figure (6) 

  
plot (density1,-1*slices(1,20:295),'k',... 
      density2,-1*slices(1,389:800),'k',... 
      density3,-1*slices(1,880:1164),'k',... 
      density4,-1*slices(1,1196:1326),'k',... 
      density5,-1*slices(1,1347:2517),'k',... 
      density6,-1*slices(1,2685:3457),'k'); 

  
title('Density vs Depth of Sea Ice Core PW2') 
xlabel('Density (kgm^{-3})') 
ylabel('Depth (cm)') 
ylim([-210 0]) 
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Appendix B : First Break Picking and Velocities 

%% Plotting waveform data for various angles and finding and plotting 

first break picks of Pwaves 
%%Calculating the standard deviation of the Pwave velocities of a 

single slice 
% Nathaniel Parsons 27 JUNE 2018 
% Adapting code from Hamish Bowman 1 Dec 2015 

  
%Key for picking an accurate first break pick, adjust min peak 

prominence and 
%confidence interval` 

  
%Clear all data 
clear all 

  
%Clear command window 
clc 

  
close all 

  
%% Load TOF data and find first break picks 
%  Hamish Bowman 1 Dec 2015 
%  Adapted and commented by Nathaniel Parsons 27 JUNE 2018 

  
%Sampled Angles 0-170 
angle = [(0 : 1 : 17)]; 

  
%Load measured lengths matrix 
lengths = csvread('Lengths185_205.csv'); 

  
%Number value corresponds to length of path 
Lidx = 4; 

  
%Empty matrix for times of first breaks 
timefirstbreakP = zeros(size(angle)); 

  
smag = zeros(size(angle)); 

  
%Empty matrices for average of wave form 
d1T = zeros(3,2883); 
d2T = zeros(3,2883); 
d3T = zeros(3,2883); 
d4T = zeros(3,2883); 

  

  
hold on 

  
%Open figure for first break pick 
figure (1) 
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%For loop for angle 
for i = 1:length(angle) 
   temp = angle(i); 
   %For loop for file numbers 1-3 
   for l = 1:1:3 
   filename = ['PW2_Pwave_' num2str(temp) 'D_191cm_' num2str(l) 

'.txt']; 

    
   if ( ~exist(filename, 'file') ) 
       disp(['<' filename '> does not exist in the current 

directory']) 
       continue 
   end 

  
%Open a file and assign it an identifier 
  fd1 = fopen(filename); 

  
%Read the first 17 lines using file identifier 
  for j = 1:17 
   fgetl(fd1); 
  end 

  
%Starting from 0 rows 
  nrows = 0; 

  
%Excluding the first 17 rows, count the number of rows of data  
  while( ~feof(fd1) ) 
   fgetl(fd1); 
   nrows = nrows + 1; 
  end 

  
%Generate empty matrices to store the columns of data 
d1(1:nrows) = NaN;    % time 
d2(1:nrows) = NaN;    % voltage  (waveform) 
d3(1:nrows) = NaN;    % time 
d4(1:nrows) = NaN;    % voltage  (trigger) 

  
%Move the file marker back to the start 
frewind(fd1); 

  
%Read the first 17 lines of data 
   for j = 1:17 
      fgetl(fd1); 
   end 

    
%Make j an empty variable 
j = 0; 

  
%Excluding first 17 rows of data, scan each each dataline for each 

row. 
%Increase the row number, j, for each cycle. 
   while( ~feof(fd1) ) 
        j = j + 1; 
        dataline = fscanf(fd1, '%g', 4); 
        if(numel(dataline) == 0) 
        disp(['No more data at line ' num2str(i)]) 
        continue 
        end 
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 %Store the data lines into d1-d4 corresponding to row j       
   d1(j) = dataline(1); 
   d2(j) = dataline(2); 
   d3(j) = dataline(3); 
   d4(j) = dataline(4); 
   d1T(l,j) = dataline(1); 
   d2T(l,j) = dataline(2); 
   d3T(l,j) = dataline(3); 
   d4T(l,j) = dataline(4); 
   clear dataline 
   end 
clear dataline 

  

  
%Close the file identifier 
fclose(fd1); 

    
   end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%% 

  
%Normalise the waveform 
d2norm=d2/max(abs(d2)); 

  
%Find the peaks of the waveform and store value+index 
[peaks,idx] = findpeaks(abs(d2norm), 'MinPeakProminence', 0.4); 

  
%Crop the data to only include up to the first major peak 
d2_P_crop = d2norm(1 : idx(1)); 

  
%Set the cutoff at the 95th percentile of data 
cutoff = prctile(d2_P_crop, [95]); 

  
%Find time data that is less than the cutoff 
hits_P = find(d2_P_crop < cutoff); 

  
%Set first break at highest time value before cutoff 
firstbreakP = max(hits_P); 

  
%Crop the data to only include up to the second major peak 
d2_S_crop = d2norm(1 : idx(3)); 

  
%Set the cutoff at the 95th percentile of data 
cutoff = prctile(d2_S_crop, [90]); 

  
%Find time data that is less than the cutoff 
hits_S = find(d2_S_crop < cutoff); 

  
%Set first break at highest time value before cutoff 
firstbreakS = max(hits_S); 

  
offset = i-1 ; 

  
%Create dotted black line to mark 0V at each temperature 
dottedline = ones(size(d1)) * (offset); 

  
%fill area between dotted line and curve 
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x2 = [d1, fliplr(d1)]; 
inBetween = [d2norm+offset, fliplr(dottedline)]; 
fill(x2, inBetween, 'k') 

  
%Plot the waveform and mark first break picks with and x 
plot(d1,d2norm+offset,'k',d1(firstbreakP), 

d2norm(firstbreakP)+offset,... 
    'rx','markersize', 6, 'linewidth', 2); 

  
plot(d1(firstbreakS), d2norm(firstbreakS)+offset,... 
    'gx','markersize', 6, 'linewidth', 2); 

  
%Plot a dotted black line to mark 0V at each temperature 
plot(d1,dottedline,'k--') 

  
%Store the times of first break into a matrix  
timefirstbreakP(i) = d1(firstbreakP); 
timefirstbreakS(i) = d1(firstbreakS); 

  
%normalised S-wave magnitudes 
smag(i) = peaks(3); 

  
end 

  
hold off 

  
camroll(270); 

  
%Adjust x axis limits 
xlim([2E-05 8E-05]) 

  
%Title and axes labels 
xlabel('Time(s)');  
ylabel('Rotation'); 
%title({'Angle vs. Time';'for TOF Top to Bottom of Sea 

Ice'},'VerticalAlignment', 'top'); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%% 

  
%% Plotting the time of first break 
% Nathaniel Parsons 27 JUNE 2018 

  
%Not ready, needs accurate core widths matrix 

  
%If time of first break = 0, set to NAN 
timefirstbreakP(timefirstbreakP == 0) = NaN; 
timefirstbreakS(timefirstbreakS < 3E-05) = NaN; 

  
%Adjustments for Fit 
angleT = (angle*10)-90; 
angle3 = [angleT-180,angleT,angleT+180]; 

  
%pwave zero matrix 
pwave = zeros(1 , length(timefirstbreakP)); 

  

  
for x = 1:length(timefirstbreakP) 
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    pwave(x) = (lengths(Lidx,x)/1000)/(timefirstbreakP(x)); 
    %pwave(x) = 0.085/(timefirstbreakP(x)); 
end 

  
pwave3 = [pwave,pwave,pwave]; 

  
figure (2) 

  
hold on 

  
f = fit( transpose(angle3), transpose(pwave3), 

'smoothingspline','SmoothingParam',0.9998, 'normalize','on'); 
yfitted = feval(f,angle3); 

  
[ypk1,idx1] = findpeaks(-1*yfitted); 
mins_P = angle3(idx1) 
[ypk1,idx1] = findpeaks(yfitted); 
maxs_P = angle3(idx1) 

  

  
%Plot pwave velocity against angle of rotation 
plot(f,'b',angleT,pwave,'^k') 

  
%Adjust x axis limits to +/-10 degrees of rotation 
xlim([-100 100]) 
ylim([3.2e3 4e3]) 

  
%Title and axes labels 
xlabel(['Angle(' char(176) ')']);  
ylabel('Velocity (m/s)'); 
title({'First Arrival Velocity vs. Angle' ; 'for Sea Ice PW2 at 

191cm'}); 

  
hold off 

  

  
swave = zeros(1 , length(timefirstbreakS)); 

  

  

  
for x = 1:length(timefirstbreakS) 

  
    swave(x) = (lengths(Lidx,x)/1000)/(timefirstbreakS(x)); 
    %swave(x) = 0.085/(timefirstbreak(x)); 
end 

  

swave3 = [swave,swave,swave]; 

  
figure (3) 

  
hold on 

  
% getting indices where S-wave is valid (not NaN) 
idxValid = ~isnan(swave3); 

  
% fitting 
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G = fit( transpose(angle3(idxValid)), transpose(swave3(idxValid)), 

'smoothingspline','SmoothingParam',0.9998, 'normalize','on'); 
yfitted_S = feval(G,angle3); 

  
[ypk2,idx2] = findpeaks(-1*yfitted_S); 
mins_S = angle3(idx2) 
[ypk2,idx2] = findpeaks(yfitted_S); 
maxs_S = angle3(idx2) 

  
%Plot velocity swave against angle of rotation 
plot(G,'b',angleT,swave,'^k') 

  
%Adjust x axis limits to +/-10 degrees of rotation 
xlim([-100 100]) 
ylim([1.8e3 2.2e3]) 

  
%Title and axes labels 
xlabel(['Angle(' char(176) ')']);  
ylabel('Velocity (m/s)'); 
title({'Second Arrival Velocity vs. Angle' ; 'for Sea Ice PW2 at 

191cm'}); 

  
hold off 

  
%Clean S wave picks 
smag(smag > 0.75) = NaN; 

  
%Normalise the waves 

  
Pnorm = pwave/max(pwave); 
Snorm = swave/max(swave); 
Pnorm3 = pwave3/max(pwave); 
Snorm3 = swave3/max(swave); 

  
h = fit( transpose(angle3(idxValid)), transpose(Pnorm3(idxValid)), 

'smoothingspline','SmoothingParam',0.9998, 'normalize','on'); 
yfitted_S = feval(h,angle3); 

  
[ypk3,idx3] = findpeaks(-1*yfitted_S); 
mins_S = angle3(idx3) 
[ypk3,idx3] = findpeaks(yfitted_S); 
maxs_S = angle3(idx3) 

  
j = fit( transpose(angle3(idxValid)), transpose(Snorm3(idxValid)), 

'smoothingspline','SmoothingParam',0.9998, 'normalize','on'); 
yfitted_S = feval(j,angle3); 

  

[ypk4,idx4] = findpeaks(-1*yfitted_S); 
mins_S = angle3(idx3) 
[ypk4,idx4] = findpeaks(yfitted_S); 
maxs_S = angle3(idx4); 

  
%Plot normalised graphs 

  
figure (4) 

  
hold on 
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plot (h,'k',angleT,Pnorm,'^k') 
plot (j,'b',angleT,Snorm,'xb') 
title({'Normalised First and Second Arrival Velocities vs. Angle' ; 

'for Sea Ice PW2 at 191cm'}) 
xlabel(['Angle(' char(176) ')']);  
xlim([-100 100]) 
ylim([0.90 1.1]) 
legend('First Arrival Data Point', 'First Arrival Curve', 'Second 

Arrival Data Point', 'Second Arrival Curve') 

  
hold off 
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Appendix C : First Arrival Velocity Colourmap 

%% This script is for the velocity structure visualization  
% Sheng Fan, University of Otago, 2017-2020 
% Adapted by Nathaniel Parson 2018 
%% read file 

  
close all 
clear all 
clc 

  
%Sampled depths 
depths = 

[(1:2:19),(24:2:48),(53:2:69),(71:2:79),(81:2:117),(120:2:152),... 
    (161:2:181), (185:2:205)]; 
%Zero matrices 
Maxx = zeros(1,length(depths)); 
Minx = zeros(1,length(depths)); 

  
file = dlmread ('data_A.txt',''); 

  
x = file (1:end,1); 
y = file (1:end,2)-90; 
z = file (1:end,3); 

  
for i = 1:length(depths) 
    temp = depths(i); 
    depthname = [num2str(temp) 'cm_A.txt']; 

     
    file_1 = dlmread (depthname,''); 

     
    %% Define parameters 

  
x_1 = file_1 (:,1); 
y_1 = file_1 (:,3); 
z_1 = file_1 (:,2)-90; 

  

  
% %Triangle calculation 
hold on 
plot3 (x_1,z_1,y_1,'k.') 

  
Maxx(i) = max(y_1); 
Minx(i) = min(y_1); 

  
end 
hold on 
tri = delaunay(x,y); 
[r,c] = size(tri); 
disp(r) 
h = trisurf(tri, x, y, z); 

  
axis tight 

  
%% Plot set up 
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lighting phong 
shading interp 
colormap(jet) 
colorbar EastOutside 
c = colorbar; 
c.Label.String = 'P Wave Velocity (m/s)' 
title('First Arrival Velocity Around PW2 Sea Ice Core With Depth') 
xlabel('Ice Core Depth (cm)') 
ylabel(['Azimuth(' char(176) ')']) 
zlabel('The P-wave velocity') 
hold off 

  
%Plot Max/min velocity with depth 

  
figure(2) 
plot (Maxx,depths*-1,Minx,depths*-1) 
ylim ([-210 0]) 
legend('Max VP', 'Min VP','Location','northwest') 
xlabel('Velocity (m/s)') 
ylabel('Depth (cm)') 
title('Max and Min VP of PW2 Sea Ice Core With Depth') 

 

 

  

 

 

 
 


